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Jupiter, so that one side (centered on 08 longitude) always
faces Jupiter. The leading hemisphere is centered on 908The Galileo ultraviolet spectrometer has measured the first-

ever disk-resolved spectral ultraviolet albedos of regions on longitude, while the central longitude of the trailing hemi-
Europa’s trailing and antijovian hemispheres at spatial resolu- sphere is 2708. The trailing hemisphere has long been
tions approaching 55 km. We find that the ultraviolet albedo known to be darker than the leading hemisphere at ultravi-
(2400–3200 Å) increases with distance from the trailing hemi- olet, visible and infrared wavelengths (Stebbins 1927, Steb-
sphere apex (2708 W). Regions close to 2708 W display an bins and Jacobsen 1928, Millis and Thompson 1975, Mor-
absorption feature centered near 2800 Å, which generally de- rison et al. 1974, Johnson et al. 1983, McEwen 1986, Nelsoncreases with distance from the trailing hemisphere apex. These

et al. 1986, Nelson et al. 1987). This hemispheric dichotomyresults substantiate the idea that magnetospheric bombardment
is likely due to two exogenic sources: magnetospheric bom-darkens the surface of the entire trailing hemisphere and creates
bardment on the trailing hemisphere and preferential bom-an absorber in the central portion of the trailing hemisphere.
bardment of the leading hemisphere by micrometeorites.The absorption is related to sulfur, but is much darker than

any laboratory spectra, likely due to the large grain size on Bombardment by Jupiter’s corotating magnetosphere
Europa’s trailing hemisphere. The disk-resolved observations, preferentially affects the trailing hemisphere and leads to
in combination with three disk-integrated observations, are alteration of particle size, sputtering, and implantation of
used to derive the ultraviolet particle scattering function for species. Smaller grains on Europa’s trailing hemisphere
Europa’s trailing hemisphere.  1998 Academic Press surface may be preferentially destroyed by this bombard-

Key Words: Europa; Galileo spacecraft; spectroscopy; ultravi- ment (Johnson et al. 1988, Calvin et al. 1995), creating anolet observations.
overall darker surface. Sputtering may cause material to
be lost to space or to be redeposited elsewhere on the
surface (Sieveka and Johnson 1982). Sputtering is likely1. INTRODUCTION
the source of Europa’s recently detected ionosphere (Kli-
ore et al. 1997).Galileo has been in orbit around Jupiter since December

Exogenic processes that may affect the brightness of1995. In the intervening time, the ultraviolet spectrometer
Europa’s jovian hemisphere are bombardment by neutralon board has performed many observations of the Galilean
particles emanating from Io and/or charged dust from Jupi-satellite Europa. Previous observations of Europa have
ter’s gossamer ring (Hamilton 1996). Io is another likelyincluded measurements by the Voyager spacecraft, Earth-
source of dust in the Jupiter system, where dust particlesbased measurements by IUE and HST, and ground-based
are emitted in the volcanic eruptions and escape Io, stream-measurements. The observations reported here are unique
ing radially outward (Horanyi 1996). Neutral wind bom-because they represent the first-ever disk-resolved ultra-
bardment has been suggested as a possible source of anviolet spectra of this icy surface. We explain what these
absorption feature found on Callisto’s jovian hemisphere,spectra reveal about Europa’s surface and its environment.
as detected by IUE (Lane and Domingue 1997), and as

Background the source of the IUE-measured change in brightness in
Europa’s jovian hemisphere in the past decade (DomingueThe surface of Europa is significantly affected by the

environment of this icy satellite which is phase-locked with and Lane 1997).
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Absorption features have been detected on Europa’s curve for Europa’s trailing hemisphere to correct for obser-
vational geometry. We discuss the variation of Europa’strailing hemisphere that do not appear on the leading hemi-
ultraviolet albedo across the trailing hemisphere and thesphere, causing researchers to conclude that an exogenic
exogenic processes that may have caused these variations.process is at work. The absorption features have been
We also map the ultraviolet absorption band, previouslycorrelated with location on Europa’s surface in relation to
measured only in global observations, as it varies overthe trailing hemisphere apex. Disk-integrated observations
the trailing hemisphere, and we investigate the nature ofwith IUE (Lane et al. 1981, Ockert et al. 1987), HST (Noll
Europa’s trailing hemisphere dark terrain.et al. 1995), and the Galileo ultraviolet spectrometer (Hen-

These new data are significant because they are the first-drix et al. 1996) have shown that Europa’s trailing hemi-
ever disk-resolved observations of Europa’s surface atsphere exhibits an absorption feature centered near
near-ultraviolet wavelengths. Our data generally agree2800 Å. This feature has been attributed to an interaction
with the Voyager results (described above), and we findbetween S and O atoms within the water ice lattice caused
interesting variations in the ultraviolet absorption bandby sulfur ions from Io’s torus being swept up by Jupiter’s
not detectable from Voyager.magnetosphere and implanted into the surface of Europa’s

trailing hemisphere (Lane et al. 1981). Noll et al. (1995)
2. DATAdiscussed the possibility that sulfur on Europa is endogenic

in origin and is exposed on the trailing hemisphere when
The Galileo Ultraviolet Spectrometermagnetospheric bombardment erodes away the icy upper

layer. Domingue and Lane (1997) demonstrated the longi- The Galileo UVS was built at the University of Colora-
tudinal variation in the 2800 Å feature using disk-inte- do’s Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics and
grated IUE measurements at several longitudes. The ab- is described in Hord et al. (1992). It consists of a Cassegrain
sorption feature was found in albedos measured in the telescope used to collect light and an Ebert–Fastie scan-
2258–2558, 2558–2858, and 2858–3158 W longitude regions, ning spectrometer. A diffraction grating scans the ultravio-
and it was noticeably absent in leading hemisphere longi- let spectrum and three photomultiplier tubes record the
tude bins. Pospieszalska and Johnson (1989) showed how signal. All data reported here were acquired using the F
implantation of magnetospheric ions (particularly S1) var- channel, which covers the 1620–3231 Å wavelength region
ies with the cosine of the angle from the trailing hemisphere with a spectral resolution of 13.7 Å. The calibration of
pole (2708 longitude); this pattern was correlated with Voy- the F channel is described in Hendrix (1996). The entire
ager-measured ratios of ultraviolet (0.35 em) albedo to spectrum is scanned in 4.33 sec, with a 0.006-sec integration
orange (0.59 em) albedo. McEwen (1986) used Voyager period for each of the 528 grating positions. The angular

size of the slit is 0.18 3 0.48.images in several filters to show how the albedo of Europa
The UVS has the capability of taking spectra in a re-varies with the cosine of the angle (latitude or longitude)

cording mode and in a real-time mode. The real-time spec-from the trailing hemisphere apex. He found that the Voy-
tra are summed together and cannot be separated intoager global mosaic UV/VIS image was dominated by an
individual spectra; thus, real-time data do not provide theexogenically formed elliptic dark region over the trailing
spatial information that recorded data offer.hemisphere. The ultraviolet (0.35 6 0.03 em) albedo was

Figure 1 displays the location and relative size of thenot as sensitive to endogenic albedo features as at longer
field-of-view (FOV) on Europa during each observation.wavelengths, and no obvious latitudinal dependence in the
Figure 1 includes Galileo SSI camera images (J. Granahan,ultraviolet albedo was found. Johnson et al. (1988) detected
personal communication), which aid in the understandingan absorption feature in the Voyager UV filter (attributed
of the terrains observed. The observations are summarizedto an H–S or S–S band) that was directly correlated with
in Table I, where we indicate the latitude and longitudethe ion bombardment longitudinal distribution and attrib-
of the boresight of the slit, the size of the area observed,uted the darkening in all filters toward the trailing hemi-
the viewing geometry (a, e, e0) averaged over the slit atsphere apex with an increase in grain size.
the time of the observation, and the number of spectra
acquired (at 4.33 sec per spectrum), as well as the operatingThis Research
mode (record or real-time) for each observation.

We present disk-resolved ultraviolet spectral measure-
ments of Europa’s surface, as measured by the Galileo 3. METHOD
ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS). These measurements,
with spatial resolutions between 740 and 55 km, allow us To intercompare the measured brightnesses from the

regions observed, analysis of the UVS Europa data in-to begin to understand variations in the ultraviolet albedo
of Europa’s trailing hemisphere with longitude, latitude, cluded the removal of the radiation background, division

by the solar spectrum, and correction for viewing geometryand terrain type. We first develop an ultraviolet phase
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FIG. 1. Approximate location and UVS field-of-view (FOV) size during each of the disk-resolved Europa observations. Spectra that were used
to obtain albedos for these regions came from around this region, not only from exact region shown by FOV footprints. (See Table I for
additional observational geometry information.) (a) ASTERI observation (larger FOVs), E4 SUCOMP01, SUCOMP02, SUCOMP03, E6 SUCOMP01
observations. (b) TERRA INCOGNITA observation (double-lined FOVs), FLEXUS observation, E6 SUCOMP02 observation (small FOV).

by using a simplified Hapke photometric function In Eq. (1), e and e0 refer to the cosine of the emission
and incidence angles, respectively, and rm is the measured(Hapke 1981).
reflectance (calibrated data/solar spectrum); SOLSTICE-

Radiation Background Removal measured solar spectra (Rottman et al. 1993), measured
on the days of the Galileo observations, were used withThe radiation background level is significant at Europa’s
these Europa data to divide out the reflected solar features.orbit (9.4 RJ). In all of the UVS spectra, the measured
Comparisons between Europa data from different orbitssignal below 2000 Å was approximately flat, indicating that
should not be affected by variations in the solar spectrum.the reflected solar spectrum from Europa’s surface was
Figure 2 displays the ratios of solar spectra from the differ-negligible. For each spectrum, we averaged the number of
ent days studied here; the greatest variation in flux is lesscounts between 1620 and 2000 Å and subtracted that
than 1.5%. Multiple scattering is taken into account byamount from each spectrum as background radiation.
including an approximation for the Chandrasekhar H func-After subtracting the background, we found that the signal
tions, H(e) and H(e0) (Hapke 1981).was generally strong for wavelengths longer than 2200–

The phase function used in this analysis was a double-2500 Å. Table II displays the subtracted radiation back-
lobed Henyey–Greenstein particle phase functionground for each observation sequence. (Each observation

within a sequence had approximately the same value of
background radiation removed.) p(a, b, c) 5

(1 2 c)(1 2 b2)
(1 1 2b cos a 1 b2)3/2

Photometric Function for Disk-Resolved Observations
1

c(1 2 b2)
(1 2 2b cos a 1 b2)3/2 ,

(2)

In order to compare all of the disk-resolved observations
to each other, the data were reduced and corrections were

where b and c are the scattering parameters, which describemade for the phase, emission, and incidence angles using
how backward or forward scattering a particle is. Equationa simplified version of the Hapke function (Hapke 1981)
(2) and the b and c parameters are described in Domingue
et al. (1991). The b parameter describes the width of the

rm (e, e0 , a, l) 5 g(l)
e0

e 1 e0
scattering lobe, while c describes the amplitude. For the
phase function of Eq. (2), the half-widths of the forward

[p(a, b, c) 1 H(e)H(e0) 2 1],

(1)

and backward scattering lobes are the same, while the
amplitude of each may be different.

Because the ultraviolet particle phase function of Euro-where we solved for the single-scatter albedo g(l).
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TABLE I
Summary of UVS Disk-Resolved Observations

Footprint Number Operating
Observation Latitude Longitude aa ea e0

a (km) of spectra modeb

E4 SUCOMP01 538 S 3188 W 618 0.54 0.23 27 3 107 38 rec.
E4 SUCOMP02 268 N 2998 W 588 0.88 0.54 48 3 193 23 rec.
E4 SUCOMP03 548 N 3218 W 738 0.45 0.19 14 3 54 63 rec.
ASTERI 1 478 N 2878 W 568 0.58 0.29 185 3 739 14 RT
ASTERI 2 138 N 2718 W 568 0.92 0.71 182 3 728 14 RT
ASTERI 3 168 S 2718 W 568 0.91 0.71 180 3 719 14 RT
ASTERI 4 498 S 2868 W 568 0.58 0.32 178 3 713 14 RT
E6 SUCOMP01 268 S 2668 W 408 0.71 0.20 28 3 112 55 rec.
E6 SUCOMP02 168 N 2088 W 528 0.74 0.93 18 3 70 55 rec.
TERINC 1 548 N 2058 W 368 0.56 0.50 172 3 689 14 RT
TERINC 2 128 N 2098 W 368 0.96 0.79 167 3 667 14 RT
TERINC 3 208 S 2118 W 368 0.92 0.75 161 3 645 14 RT
TERINC 4 598 S 2118 W 368 0.52 0.44 156 3 623 14 RT
FLEXUS Swath 1 298 N 2078 W 228 0.83 0.68 157 3 627 14 rec.

298 N 2008 W 228 0.86 0.75 156 3 624 14 rec.
288 N 1938 W 228 0.88 0.80 155 3 621 14 rec.
288 N 1868 W 228 0.88 0.84 155 3 619 14 rec.
278 N 1808 W 228 0.87 0.87 154 3 616 14 rec.
278 N 1738 W 228 0.85 0.89 153 3 613 14 rec.
268 N 1678 W 228 0.82 0.90 153 3 611 14 rec.
268 N 1608 W 228 0.77 0.89 152 3 608 14 rec.

FLEXUS Swath 2 08 N 2038 W 218 0.98 0.83 151 3 606 14 rec.
18 S 1978 W 218 0.99 0.89 151 3 603 14 rec.
18 S 1918 W 218 0.99 0.93 151 3 600 14 rec.
18 S 1858 W 218 0.99 0.96 149 3 598 14 rec.
18 S 1808 W 218 0.98 0.98 149 3 595 14 rec.
28 S 1748 W 218 0.96 0.99 148 3 593 14 rec.
28 S 1688 W 218 0.92 0.99 148 3 590 14 rec.

FLEXUS Swath 3 288 S 2098 W 218 0.83 0.69 147 3 587 14 rec.
288 S 2028 W 218 0.86 0.75 146 3 585 14 rec.
288 S 1968 W 218 0.88 0.80 146 3 582 14 rec.
288 S 1908 W 218 0.88 0.83 146 3 580 14 rec.

Note. E4 and E6 refer to orbits 4 and 6, respectively. SUCOMP, SUrface COMPosition; TERINC, TERRA INCOGNITA.
a a 5 phase angle; e 5 cos (emission angle); e0 5 cos (incidence angle).
b rec., record; RT, real-time.

pa’s surface was unknown, the parameters b and c were between 1808 and 3608 W and three disk-integrated trailing
hemisphere observations (central longitudes of 3158, 2258,derived using UVS data. To derive the ultraviolet particle

phase function of Europa’s trailing hemisphere, we used and 2008 at phase angles of 798, 588, and 418, respectively)
to solve for best-fit ultraviolet values of b and c. This dataall of the UVS disk-resolved observations for longitudes
set did not include observations at phase angles smaller
than 218 or greater than 808. We solved for the values of

TABLE II g, b, and c for which x 2 was a minimum, where
Background Radiation Levels

Average background radiation x 2 5 O (rm 2 rc (a, e, e0 , b, c, g))2

n
. (3)

Observation RJ (counts/6 msec)

E4 SUCOMP01 9.3 1050 In Eq. (3), rm is the measured reflectance and rc is the
E4 SUCOMP02 9.25 1423

reflectance calculated using the Hapke model (Eq. (1));E4 SUCOMP03 9.36 675
n is the number of observations. At 2900 Å, where theE6 SUCOMP01 9.61 598

E6 SUCOMP02 9.54 537 instrument’s effective sensitivity (product of solar spec-
FLEXUS 10.72 340 trum and spectral sensitivity) is at its peak, the best-fit
ASTERI 9.23 880 values of b and c were found to be b 5 0.37 and c 5 1.0.TERRA INCOGNITA 10.7 175

Values of b and c were also derived at several additional
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FIG. 2. Ratios of SOLSTICE-measured solar spectra (G. Rottman, personal communication) from the four different days during which Europa
data were taken for this study. The solar spectrum from December 19, 1996, corresponds to the data obtained during the E4 orbit; the spectrum
from February 20, 1997, corresponds to the E6 observations; the spectrum from April 4, 1997, corresponds to the data from the seventh orbit. Each
of these spectra are shown ratioed to the solar spectrum from November 4, 1996, which is the date on which the Europa leading hemisphere disk-
integrated albedo was measured and to which the disk-resolved trailing hemisphere albedos are ratioed in Fig. 5. The greatest variation in solar
flux is less than 1.5%; therefore, we expect negligible effects from solar variation on Europa’s albedo over the time period studied here.

wavelengths between 2300 and 3200 Å; variations in these unknown what the ultraviolet Hapke parameters that rep-
resent the opposition effect are for any region on Europa,derived parameters that affected the albedos significantly

(more than statistical error) were not found, so the 2900 Å and Galileo data at very small phase angles do not yet exist
to determine these parameters. Europa has been found tob and c values were used at all wavelengths. The derived

ultraviolet phase function is shown in Fig. 3. have a very minor opposition effect at visible wavelengths
due to shadow hiding (Domingue et al. 1991), presumablyThe derived phase function was used in Eq. (1) to solve

for the single-scatter albedo (g) of each observed region. because the bright surface creates multiple scattering that
dilutes shadows; however, recent observations (RosenbushBecause we used the same phase function parameters for

the data from each of the regions observed, this is a possible et al. 1997) indicate that Europa’s opposition effect is due
to coherent backscatter. Therefore, it is not clear how muchsource of error in our results, as it is unknown how the

different terrains we have observed vary in their backscat- of Europa’s opposition effect is due to shadow-hiding and
how much is due to coherent backscatter. Domingue andtering properties in the near-ultraviolet. Domingue and

Hapke (1992) determined that various europan terrains Hapke (1992) used identical Hapke opposition effect terms
in their photometric function when determining best-fithave b values (at 0.47 em) generally around 0.35–0.40,

with a single minimum value of 0.05. The c values for photometric parameters for several europan terrains using
Voyager images, so it is not unreasonable to assume thatdifferent terrains on Europa at 0.47 em were determined

by Domingue and Hapke (1992) to vary between 0.90 the different terrains analyzed in this study have similar
opposition surges, if any at all.and 0.30.

We chose to neglect the opposition effect term, as Euro- Surface roughness was also not taken into account. Al-
though we are using data in the phase angle range (a .pa’s surface has been found to have a negligible ultraviolet

opposition surge (Buratti et al. 1988). Furthermore, it is 208) where surface roughness has an effect, we note that
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FIG. 3. Derived phase function for Europa’s trailing hemisphere at 2900 Å (solid line). Also shown are the phase functions derived by Domingue
and Hapke (1992) at 4700 Å (dashed line) and at 5500 Å (dot–dash line). The ultraviolet phase function was derived using Eqs. (1) and (2) in a
x 2 analysis with observations between 208 and 808 phase (the disk-resolved observations discussed in this report in addition to three disk-integrated
UVS observations of Europa’s trailing hemisphere). The best-fit ultraviolet values of b and c were found to be 0.37 and 1.0, respectively, while
Domingue and Hapke (1992) found that b 5 0.430 and c 5 0.713 at 4700 Å and b 5 0.443 and c 5 0.609 at 5500 Å. Europa’s trailing hemisphere
becomes gradually more backscattering with decreasing wavelength, likely due to the decrease in mean photon path length.

the roughness parameter for Europa’s surface has been dos of different terrains. However, any uncertainty in-
curred by (a) using Eq. (1) to correct observational geome-determined to be minimal: Q 5 108 6 58 (Domingue et al.
try and/or (b) using the same b and c values for the different1991), compared with, for example, Q 5 248 for the lunar
terrain types will likely be less than the statistical error onhighlands (Helfenstein and Veverka 1987). Domingue and
each observation. Demanding that the model fit the dataHapke (1992) found the largest value of the surface
to within 5% results in derived albedos with uncertaintiesroughness parameter to be Q 5 158 for any europan terrain
of less than 2%.type measured and that differing disk-resolved europan

terrains have essentially the same surface roughness pa- Error Analysis
rameter. Thus, neglecting the surface roughness parameter

The primary source of error in the resultant single-scat-in the Hapke photometric function should not affect the
ter albedos is the statistical error. The magnitude of therelative albedos derived for any location.
statistical error is dependent on the number of spectraWe assume, therefore, that neglect of the surface
averaged for an observation (outlined in Table I) and onroughness parameter and opposition effect terms neverthe-
the background radiation noise, which is roughly inverselyless results in relatively correct albedos (although this as-
proportional to the distance (RJ) from Jupiter and followssumption may affect the absolute albedo values). It is more
the magnetospheric charged particle density (see Tablelikely that individual terrain types have different phase
II). The error on the signal was derived using

curves which are not accounted for here, which may affect
the magnitude (not shape, assuming the phase curve does error 5

ÏS 1 2N

Ïxk
, (4)

not vary over the 2100–3200 Å range) of the derived albe-
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where x is the number of spectra used in the observation but the magnitude varies. There is a suggestion of a flat-
(listed in Table I), k is the smoothing factor (3 or 5), S is tening-out of the albedo at longer wavelengths. At the
the signal, and N is the background radiation noise. trailing hemisphere apex (Fig. 4b), the albedo is low and

relatively flat in shape, with a suggestion of an absorption
feature centered near 2800 Å. Thus, Europa’s surface is4. RESULTS
heterogeneous in the ultraviolet. Here we focus on the

Europa’s Trailing Hemisphere Particle Phase Function broad shape of the albedos; smaller possible absorption
features will be studied in the future. Figure 5 emphasizesThe trailing hemisphere particle phase function derived
the variations in albedo magnitude and shape by ratioingusing the UVS data is shown in Fig. 3. The function is
the albedo of Europa’s surface at three trailing hemispheregiven by Eq. (2), with best-fit values of b and c of 0.37 and
locations to the disk-integrated leading hemisphere albedo.1.0, respectively, with an estimated uncertainty in b of
Regions vary from being brighter and bluer than the lead-6.005. Because the Hapke model (Eq. (1)) assumes iso-
ing hemisphere to being much darker than the leadingtropic multiple scattering and anisotropic multiple scatter-
hemisphere, with an absorption feature centered nearing is accounted for in the single-scattering term, the de-
2800 Å.rived values of b and c may actually be upper limits;

In an attempt to understand how the albedos and thehowever, Domingue and Verbiscer (1997) showed that for
absorption features might be correlated with location ona three-parameter double-lobed Henyey–Greenstein
the surface (to see if there is a relationship with exogenicphase function, accounting for anisotropic multiple scatter-
processes), we plot in Fig. 6 the albedo of each locationing produced results similar to those derived accounting
at several wavelengths vs distance from the trailing hemi-for isotropic multiple scattering.
sphere apex (08 N, 2708 W) for observations at all latitudes.The phase functions derived by Domingue et al. (1991)
We also show in Fig. 6 the albedo at each location vsfor Europa’s trailing hemisphere at visible wavelengths are
longitude, accounting for latitude, where latitude bins arealso shown in Fig. 3, where b 5 0.443 and c 5 0.609 at
indicated by various symbols. Figure 6 indicates that, over-5500 Å, and b 5 0.430 and c 5 0.713 at 4700 Å. The best-
all, Europa’s surface darkens at ultraviolet wavelengthsfit ultraviolet values of b and c thus continue the trend of
approaching the trailing hemisphere apex. This correlationEuropa’s trailing hemisphere becoming more backscatter-
is generally strongest at the longer wavelengths, as theing and less forward-scattering with decreasing wave-
albedo–longitude slope decreases slightly with wavelength.length. This is consistent with a shorter path length (Dom-

ingue et al. 1991), as the shorter wavelength probes less The slope is the steepest at 2800 Å, where the trailing
deeply into the particles. The reader is reminded that the hemisphere regions have an absorption band center (dis-
ultraviolet phase function was derived using observations cussed below). Furthermore, regions toward the antijovian
in the 208–808 phase angle range. When future Galileo hemisphere (toward 1808 W) are certainly brighter than
observations at larger and smaller phase angles are ob- near 2708 W, while (despite a relative lack of data) there
tained, the phase function will be redetermined; we expect is an indication that regions toward the jovian hemisphere
that the c term in particular may be refined when larger (toward 3608 W) also increase in brightness away from the
phase angle observations are included in this analysis. trailing hemisphere apex.

In addition to the general albedo–longitude trend, we
Disk-Resolved Albedos detect variations in albedo that are correlated with the

visible brightness of the terrain type. For example, theSeveral resultant albedos are plotted in Fig. 4. Each
relatively high albedo at 2668 W in Fig. 6b correspondsalbedo was derived using Eq. (1) and the number of spectra
with the bright rays of the Pwyll crater (E6 SUCOMP01),is indicated in Table I. Statistical error bars (Eq. (4)) are
while the relatively low albedo near 3008 W in Fig. 6bincluded in each albedo, and the albedos are shown plotted
corresponds to a very dark mottled terrain region (E4in 18-Å bins to reduce clutter. Each albedo is plotted over
SUCOMP02).the wavelength range in which the error bars were not

To determine any relationship between albedo shapeunreasonably large, generally 2200–3200 Å. For compari-
and location, we plot in Fig. 7 two albedo ratios (2800/son, we show in Fig. 4c the albedo of Europa’s disk-inte-
3190 Å and 2500/2800 Å) vs distance from the trailinggrated leading hemisphere (central longitude 1208 W, mea-
hemisphere apex and vs longitude. A low 2800/3190 Åsured by the UVS on November 4, 1996). Immediately
ratio, along with a low 2500/2800 Å ratio, means that theapparent is the fact that the magnitude and shape of the
region has a red albedo. If the 2500/2800 Å ratio is not asalbedo of Europa’s surface vary from place to place. On
low as the 2800/3190 Å ratio, the albedo tends to flattenthe antijovian hemisphere (Fig. 4a), the albedos are rela-
out at shorter wavelengths, or to have an absorption bandtively high and red in shape (they increase with increasing

wavelength); they have the same shape at three latitudes, centered near 2800 Å. Figure 7a shows that all regions
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FIG. 4. Albedos of selected regions on Europa’s trailing and antijovian hemispheres as measured by the Galileo UVS: (a) regions observed
during the FLEXUS observation, (b) regions observed during orbits 4 and 6, and (c) leading hemisphere (1208 W central longitude) disk-inte-
grated observation.

generally have red-shaped albedos in the range 2800–3190 could affect the albedo latitudinally (Sieveka and Johnson
1982), (2) bombardment by Jupiter’s corotating magneto-Å, with the steepness of the slope increasing toward the

trailing hemisphere apex. In the 2500/2800 Å ratio (Fig. spheric plasma, which may erode away the surface, implant
ions (inducing an absorption feature), and alter grain size7c), the ratio generally increases toward the trailing hemi-

sphere apex, indicating that near 2708 W, albedos flatten and might affect the albedo longitudinally and latitudinally,
with the greatest effect near 08 N, 2708 W (Pospieszalskaout or are blue in the range 2500–2800 Å range. Taking

both ratios into account, regions farther from the trailing and Johnson 1989), and (3) terrain type observed, generally
dependent on endogenic processes. We discuss our resultshemisphere apex have albedos that generally increase with

wavelength over the range 2500–3200 Å; regions closer to in terms of these three factors.
2708 W have albedos that are flat or blue (increase with

Albedo Magnitudedecreasing wavelength) at shorter wavelengths and are red
toward longer wavelengths—so that overall, they show Longitude dependence. Figure 6 displays a correlation
signs of an absorber. between albedo and longitude. The albedo decreases be-

tween 1808 and 2708 W and increases again between 2708
and 3608 W. We see this darkening toward the trailing5. DISCUSSION
hemisphere apex occur at all wavelengths between 3200

Three general factors may contribute to the shape and and 2500 Å, with the effect becoming slightly less drastic
magnitude of the albedos measured at various locations with decreasing wavelength. These results are consistent
on Europa’s trailing hemisphere. These factors are (1) sub- with the Voyager results of McEwen (1986). Johnson et al.
limation, sputtering (due to bombardment by Jupiter’s cor- (1988) found that a decrease in brightness of Voyager data

(between 0.59 and 0.35 em) toward the trailing hemisphereotating magnetospheric plasma), and redeposition, which
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FIG. 5. Albedo ratios. The albedo of three trailing hemisphere (longitude . 1808 W) regions (from Fig. 4) are shown ratioed to the leading
hemisphere disk-integrated albedo (Fig 4c). Ratios display variations in brightness and absorption depth across the surface and are overplotted
with a polynomial fit to emphasize the broad shape of ratios.

apex was due to the larger grain size on the trailing hemi- hemisphere are needed. As discussed below, lower spatial-
resolution observations may be particularly helpful in de-sphere, which is a result of the destruction of small particles

by magnetospheric bombardment and the relative lack termining the overall pattern at ultraviolet wavelengths
due to exogenic processes, while higher spatial-resolution(compared to the leading hemisphere) of meteoritic bom-

bardment, which tends to create small particles. observations (which are what we currently have on the
jovian hemisphere) reveal more about the small-scale vari-The fact that we see a slight decrease in the albedo–

longitude slope with wavelength is related to the absorber ations in terrain type.
found near the trailing hemisphere apex, which makes the Latitude dependence. Based on the information in the
albedos over the entire trailing hemisphere more uniform albedo vs longitude plots of Fig. 6, three conclusions may
at shorter wavelengths (see Fig. 4b). This is discussed be drawn:
more below.

Additional observations on the trailing jovian hemi- 1. The regions in the central latitude bins (208 S to 208
N and 408 S to 208 S) are generally darker at all wavelengthssphere (between 3008 and 3608 W longitude) are needed

to confirm the albedo–longitude relationship there. Jovian than regions at higher latitudes.
2. The albedos in the 208 N to 408 N latitude bin arehemisphere observations will also help identify any dust

or sulfur particle implantation from Io. Furthermore, at higher at most wavelengths than in the 408 S to 208 S bin
and are thus not symmetric about the equator, and theyshorter wavelengths, we see a possible decrease in the

relative brightness difference between regions near the do not as strongly follow the albedo–longitude trend of
the other central latitude bins. At 2500 Å, the antijoviantrailing hemisphere apex and regions toward the jovian

hemisphere. To determine whether this is a real effect, hemisphere observations in the 208 N to 408 N latitude bin
appear to follow the albedo–longitude trend more than atmore lower spatial-resolution observations of the jovian
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FIG. 6. Plots of albedo vs distance from trailing hemisphere apex (08 N, 2708 W) and vs longitude for 3190, 2800, 2600, and 2500 Å. Latitude
bins (in albedo vs longitude plots) are designated as follows: 1 608–408 S, * 408 S–208 N, diamond 208 S–208 N, triangle 208–408 N, square 408–608

N. At all wavelengths, the albedo decreases toward the trailing hemisphere apex. The albedo vs distance from trailing hemisphere apex plots are
shown with the best-fit straight line to the data (goodness of fit indicated by residual). The albedo vs longitude plots were better fit with a polynomial
fit of degree 2 (rather than a line), indicating that the albedo increases toward both the jovian and antijovian hemispheres.

longer wavelengths. Additional higher latitude observa- even high latitude regions are dark, and moving onto the
jovian hemisphere, high latitude regions become brightertions, particularly near the trailing hemisphere apex, are
before the lower latitude regions do. At 2500 Å, we seeneeded to confirm this.
that the albedos in the 208 N to 408 N bin on the antijovian3. Due to a paucity of observations, it is difficult to
hemisphere may begin to decrease with longitude. Moredetect an albedo–longitude trend in the 608 S to 408 S
observations are needed to confirm this, but this may beand 408 N to 608 N latitude bins or to determine definite
the effect of magnetospheric bombardment, which createsvariations in albedo magnitude at those higher longitudes.
a more uniformly dark surface at shorter wavelengths.However, we can say that these data suggest that the high

These results are consistent with a darkening of thelatitude regions are not brighter or darker, within the statis-
surface by magnetospheric bombardment, which is focusedtical error, of each other or of neighboring latitude bins.
at lower latitudes and at longitudes approaching 2708 W.

These results are consistent with those of McEwen Sieveka and Johnson (1982) showed that, at 2708 W, the
(1986) who mapped the Voyager UV/VIS data to show most erosion of Europa’s trailing hemisphere due to coro-
an elliptic pattern covering the trailing hemisphere. At tating ions and fast-ion sputtering should occur at latitudes
longer wavelengths, closer to 1808 W, the dark pattern lower than p208, while uniform erosion occurs between
does not extend to very high latitudes, as it does near 2708 p208 and p658, with less erosion occurring at higher lati-
W. Thus, it is not surprising that the albedos in the 208 N tudes. The erosion by sputtering thus darkens the surface
to 408 N bin do not decrease with longitude between 1808 by uncovering darker material, by destroying small parti-
and 2108 W: those regions are not included in the elliptical cles, or by creating an absorbing material by interaction

between the ions and the water ice.pattern created by the exogenic process. Closer to 2708 W,
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FIG. 6—Continued

Dependence on terrain type. We find that, although antijovian hemisphere (namely FLEXUS and TERRA IN-
COGNITA). The albedo–longitude correlation shown inthe general trend is that the ultraviolet albedo decreases

toward the trailing hemisphere apex (due to an exogenic Fig. 6 is particularly strong in the observations of lower
spatial resolution. The observations that had higher spatialprocess), the albedo is also sensitive to terrain type (endo-

genic). The darkest regions at 3190 Å correspond to the resolution resulted in albedos that are more prone to small-
scale variations in terrain type.dark mottled terrain on the trailing hemisphere. The visibly

bright rays of Pwyll crater are bright in the ultraviolet, Are the higher spatial-resolution albedos actually more
variable in magnitude, or is this an effect of the phasedespite their 2668 W location. The brightest albedo was

measured near 558 N, 2058 W, corresponding to a region curve applied to them? The answer is probably a little of
both. It is doubtful that, at ultraviolet wavelengths, theof what appears to be pure water ice. We note that a

Galileo NIMS observation of Europa (Carlson et al. 1996) entire trailing hemisphere of Europa varies, even at small
scales, with the exogenic pattern only. However, it is likelydetermined that a high northern latitude region (near 608

N, 2708 W) likely consisted of water ice covered by fine- that individual, anomalously bright or dark regions scatter
light according to a different phase function than that ap-grained water ice. FLEXUS Swath 1 (298 N) covered a

region of mostly bright ice with superimposed dark linea, plied here, so we have not corrected enough.
If we use the lower spatial resolution observations toand has correspondingly relatively bright albedos com-

pared to the albedos of FLEXUS Swath 2 and 3 (08 N and obtain the large-scale pattern of Europa’s trailing hemi-
sphere albedo variations, we may solve for the phase curves288 S), which covered visibly darker regions.

Because some albedos in Fig. 6 do not strictly obey of the ‘‘anomalously’’ bright and dark regions that were
measured at higher spatial resolution. Although it is notthe albedo–longitude trend, the spatial resolution of these

observations needs to be addressed. Some of the observa- possible to derive accurate phase curve parameters of each
terrain type with this data set, we find that, to agree withtions on the trailing hemisphere were performed at much

higher spatial resolution than those observations on the the large-scale exogenic pattern, the Pwyll crater rays must
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FIG. 7. Albedo ratios vs distance from trailing hemisphere apex and longitude. (a) and (b) 2800/3190 Å, (c) and (d) 2500/2800 Å. Latitude
bins are indicated at follows: 1 608–408 S, * 408 S–208 N, diamond 208 S–208 N, triangle 208 N–408 N, square 408–608 N. Away from the trailing
hemisphere apex, albedos are red (low 2800/3190 Å and 2500/2800 Å ratios), while closer to 2708 W, albedos have an absorption feature, indicated
by a low 2800/3190 Å ratio in combination with a relatively high 2500/2800 Å ratio.

be much less backscattering than the average europan trail- that is correlated with an exogenic process. Figure 7 shows
ing hemisphere terrain, with a b value of approximately that, away from the trailing hemisphere apex, albedos are
0.01. The dark region covered in E4 SUCOMP02 must be generally red. The 2800/3190 Å and 2500/2800 Å ratios
much more backscattering than the average surface, with are both less than unity; furthermore, the 2500/2800 Å
a b value near 0.7. Thus, we conclude that particularly ratios generally have smaller or similar values to the 2800/
bright and dark areas most likely scatter light according 3190 Å value, indicating that, if anything, the albedos are
to different phase curves than the ‘‘average’’ phase curve flatter toward longer wavelengths than toward shorter
that we used. However, we cannot determine the phase wavelengths. Closer to the trailing hemisphere apex, albe-
functions of each of these regions except to say the bright dos are flatter toward shorter wavelengths, or they have
regions are probably less backscattering and dark regions an absorption band (smaller 2800/3190 Å ratios than 2500/
are probably more backscattering than the overall trailing 2800 Å ratios, and the 2500/2800 Å ratios are close to
hemisphere. McEwen (1986) found that endogenic fea- unity). This change in shape of albedo with longitude is
tures were visible despite the exogenic pattern in the Voy- the reason for the decrease in the albedo–longitude slope
ager UV data; it is thus probable that, even correctly ac- at shorter wavelengths (Fig. 6). This is a distinct difference
counting for phase curves would result in endogenic from the results of Johnson et al. (1988), who showed,
variations in brightness superimposed on the larger scale using Voyager data in the 0.35- to 0.59-em bands, that all
exogenic darkening of the surface. europan regions are red in shape, regardless of longitude.

Thus, we find that observations at shorter wavelengths
Albedo Shape reveal differences in albedo shape with longitude.

Regions on the antijovian hemisphere are red in bothLongitude dependence. We detect a correlation be-
tween absorption band depth and location on the surface ratios, while regions close to 2708 W are red in the 2800/
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3190 Å ratio and blue or flat in the 2500/2800 Å ratio. What is the Absorber?
Thus, only the regions closest to 2708 W display the absorp-

The first mention of Europa’s trailing hemisphere ab-
tion band or flattening-out toward shorter wavelengths. sorption band near 2800 Å was by Lane et al. (1981). Those
This is in contrast to the darkening with longitude of Fig. authors attributed the feature to an S–O bond resulting
6, where the darkening generally occurs at all trailing hemi- from magnetospheric S1 ions impacting the water ice sur-
sphere longitudes, with the darkening effect diminishing face. This was a theoretical explanation, and no laboratory
away from the trailing hemisphere apex. spectra of this S–O interaction existed to compare to the

Latitude dependence. Figure 7 indicates that the deep- IUE data.
Sack et al. (1992) were the first to compare Europa’sest absorption bands generally occur at the lower latitudes.

albedo with laboratory data. They compared the ratio ofThis result is consistent with an increased darkening of the
IUE-measured Europa trailing hemisphere albedo to lead-surface at lower latitudes due to an exogenic process. It is
ing hemisphere albedo with a laboratory-measured spec-also notable that none of the three observations at high
trum of SO2 frost grown on water ice and obtained a satis-southern latitudes display a bowl-shaped albedo, while the
factory fit. Noll et al. (1995) compared a HST-measuredthree high northern latitude observations generally follow
global Europa trailing hemisphere spectrum with the SO2the trend of a flat or bowl-shaped albedo near the trailing
frost grown on H2O ice from Sack et al. (1992) and alsohemisphere apex and redder albedos away from it. More
obtained a satisfactory fit. However, these IUE and HSTobservations are needed to confirm any band depth–
global albedos are measures of a heterogeneous surface.longitude correlation at high latitudes.
Europa’s trailing hemisphere consists of mostly dark, red-We find that, regardless of latitude, the regions on the
dish ice, along with linea and some light, purer water ice.antijovian hemisphere that adhered strictly to the exogenic
In order to understand how these bright and dark areasellipse pattern of McEwen (1986) all seem to be red in
make up Europa’s global albedo, we model the HST-mea-shape (low values of both ratios). Thus, we find that a
sured albedo (Noll et al. 1995), not by comparing withmore constricted region displays the absorption, compared
laboratory spectra of homogeneous substances, but byto the larger region that displays the darkening. Regions
comparing with UVS-measured spectra of dark and lightfar from 2708 W longitude darken with longitude, while
regions on Europa’s surface. Figure 8 displays the result,only regions closer to 2708 W display the absorption band.
where we have assumed the conversion from single-scatter

Dependence on terrain type. The albedo shape (band albedo to geometric albedo as given by Hapke (1993, p.
depth) does not seem to depend upon terrain type. For 353). We find that the global spectrum of Europa (mea-
example, the bright Pwyll crater rays nevertheless display sured by HST) is well fit by a mixture of 80% dark material
an absorption band or flattening at shorter wavelengths. (30% E4 SUCOMP02, 60% ASTERI 2) and 20% bright ice
The darkest regions on the trailing hemisphere also display (E4 SUCOMP03). Thus, Europa’s disk-integrated trailing
a strong absorption. hemisphere albedo is dominated by the dark component

Thus, we conclude that the absorption band is related of the surface, which is located near the trailing hemisphere
only to location on the trailing hemisphere and not to apex and has an absorption band.
terrain type. The absorption occurs near 2708 W longitude, To investigate the nature of the material toward the
while the darkening occurs over a more extended region. center of the trailing hemisphere, which has the most ab-
We postulate that the corotating ions that impact near 2708 sorption, we display in Fig. 9 the ratio a trailing hemisphere
W are implanted deep into the ice lattice and interact with dark ice albedo (ASTERI 2) to the global leading hemi-
the ice to create an absorber, and at the same time they sphere (Fig. 4c). In Fig. 9a, we compare this ratio with the
darken the surface by destroying the small ice particles. laboratory measurement of SO2 frost grown on water ice
Those ions that impact the surface farther from 2708 W ratioed to water ice (Sack et al. 1992). To make the lab
are not as likely to implant themselves deep into the ice, data fit the UVS data, we had to multiply the lab data by
but will sputter ice away to darken the surface. This is a factor of 0.42. Therefore, we conclude that the dark
related to the bombardment by hot and cold plasma, dis- material, which dominates Europa’s trailing hemisphere
cussed by Pospieszalska and Johnson (1989). Hot plasma albedo, agrees well with the laboratory spectrum of SO2

impacts the surface uniformly over the trailing hemisphere frost grown on water ice. However, because we had to
and extends evenly to the leading hemisphere. Cold plasma multiply the laboratory spectrum by 0.42 to make it fit
impacts a much more localized region on the trailing hemi- the Europa data, Europa’s dark ice is much darker than
sphere, with the greatest effect between roughly 2358 and laboratory-measured SO2 frost grown on water ice. The
3158 W, and with minor effects out to longitudes 208 W increased darkening of Europa surface compared to the
on the jovian hemisphere and 1608 W on the antijovian laboratory spectrum may be due to a larger grain size. We

note that the measurement of SO2 frost on water ice (Sackhemisphere. We discuss this more below.
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FIG. 8. The HST-measured Europa trailing hemisphere global albedo (*) (from Noll et al. 1995) is well fit by a model (1) of UVS-measured
albedos, which is made up of a mixture of 80% dark ice (30% E4 SUCOMP02, 60% ASTERI 2) and 20% bright ice (E4 SUCOMP03). The disk-
integrated albedo of Europa is thus dominated by the dark ice constituent of the trailing hemisphere,.

FIG. 9. Ratio of trailing hemisphere dark ice (ASTERI 2) to the global leading hemisphere (*) compared to (a) the laboratory spectrum of
SO2 frost grown on water ice ratioed to pure water ice (Sack et al. 1991), multiplied by a factor of 0.42; (b) the laboratory spectrum of trapped OH
(Johnson and Quickenden (1997) multiplied by a factor of 0.51. The agreement is slightly better between the data and the SO2 frost grown on water
ice, implying that the dark material on Europa’s trailing hemisphere is related to sulfur. However, the UVS data ratio is darker than the laboratory
spectra, indicating that Europa’s surface is darker than the laboratory spectrum, likely due to large grain size.
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et al. 1992) is entirely different from the spectrum of SO2 who found the exogenic pattern to be elliptically shaped.
Small-scale variations in albedo magnitude exist on top offrost alone (Nash et al. 1980), which is dark and flat at

wavelengths shorter than p3100 Å, but at 3100 Å suddenly the albedo–longitude correlation, due to increased spa-
tial resolution.increases sharply in brightness.

3. An ultraviolet absorption, centered near 2800 Å, isAnother material that has an absorption band near
present at longitudes near the trailing hemisphere apex.2800 Å is trapped OH due to bombardment of water ice
The absorption occurs over a smaller longitude range thanby energetic particles (Johnson and Quickenden 1997). In
the darkening, and we interpret it as being due to bombard-Fig. 9, we compare the trailing hemisphere dark ice ratioed
ment of the surface ice by magnetospheric plasma. Ac-to the global leading hemisphere to lab spectra from John-
cording to the bombardment profiles of Pospieszalska andson and Quickenden of trapped OH, but the fits are not
Johnson (1989), cold plasma bombards primarily thequite as good as with the SO2 frost grown on water ice.
p2358–3158 W longitude region and has a minor effectBecause sulfur ions are in abundance at Europa’s orbit
on longitudes extending onto the leading hemisphere. Inin Jupiter’s corotating magnetosphere, and because we
contrast, hot plasma uniformly bombards both the trailingobtain a slightly better fit to the data using SO2 frost grown
and leading hemispheres. Our results are consistent withon H2O ice compared to the fit obtained using trapped
the idea that the darkening over the trailing hemisphereOH, we conclude that sulfur (in some form) is involved in
is due to bombardment (and destruction of small ice parti-the absorption and that impacting sulfur ions are the
cles) by hot plasma, while the absorption feature is due tosource. The absorption is most concentrated in a longitude
bombardment by, and implantation of, cold plasma (mainlyband up to 908 wide centered on 2708 W, where sulfur ions
sulfur ions), which both destroy small ice particles toimpact the surface and combine with the ice matrix to form
darken the surface and combine with the ice to create anthe absorber. At longitudes outside this band, corotating
absorber which is spectrally similar to, but darker than,ions impact the surface, but are not deeply imbedded, and
SO2 frost grown on water ice.serve to sputter and darken the ice, but not to create an

absorber. A likely scenario, which is in agreement with
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